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ABSTRACT
Conv-TasNet is a recently proposed waveform-based deep neural
network that achieves state-of-the-art performance in speech source
separation. Its architecture consists of a learnable encoder/decoder
and a separator that operates on top of this learned space. Various
improvements have been proposed to Conv-TasNet. However, they
mostly focus on the separator, leaving its encoder/decoder as a (shal-
low) linear operator. In this paper, we conduct an empirical study of
Conv-TasNet and propose an enhancement to the encoder/decoder
that is based on a (deep) non-linear variant of it. In addition, we ex-
periment with the larger and more diverse LibriTTS dataset and in-
vestigate the generalization capabilities of the studied models when
trained on a much larger dataset. We propose cross-dataset evalua-
tion that includes assessing separations from the WSJ0-2mix, Lib-
riTTS and VCTK databases. Our results show that enhancements to
the encoder/decoder can improve average SI-SNR performance by
more than 1 dB. Furthermore, we offer insights into the generaliza-
tion capabilities of Conv-TasNet and the potential value of improve-
ments to the encoder/decoder.
Index Terms— Speech source separation, Conv-TasNet, deep
encoder/decoder, generalization, end-to-end.
1. INTRODUCTION
With the recent advent of deep learning, speech separation methods
have experienced steadfast success in difficult scenarios where, e.g.,
prior information about the speakers is not available. Depending on
the models’ input/output, one can roughly categorize these methods
into spectrogram- and waveform-based models. Spectrogram-based
models, despite their success in the past [1–3], have limitations:
(i) they discard phase information via simply estimating masks that
operate over the magnitude or power spectrogram; (ii) they tend to
employ the noisy phase of the mixture for reconstructing the clean
source; and (iii) they employ a generic transform (like STFT) which
might not be optimal for the task at hand. Although several works in-
vestigate how to address the above-mentioned limitations [4–7], re-
cent publications have reported promising results by tackling source
separation directly in the waveform domain [8–14].
The Conv-TasNet [8] architecture, the work on which this paper
builds, is one such end-to-end neural network that achieves state-
of-the-art performance in speech source separation. Its architecture
consists of two parts: an encoder/decoder, and a separator. Re-
cently, several improvements have been proposed to this architec-
ture. However, most focus has been devoted to its separator. For
example, in [10,11] a parallel and multi-scale separator is proposed,
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and in [15] a clustering mechanism is integrated into the separa-
tor. Interestingly, only a few works touch on the encoder/decoder of
Conv-TasNet. In a multi-channel setting [16,17] a second encoder is
used to learn phase differences between channels, and in [15] a mag-
nitude STFT is appended to the learned encoder transform. As seen,
most previous works use a (shallow) linear encoder/decoder. To the
best of our knowledge, only [18] used a deep encoder/decoder for a
Conv-TasNet inspired model for speech enhancement, which has not
been extended to or fully tested for speech source separation.
In this work, we conduct an empirical study of Conv-TasNet,
which is formally introduced in Section 2. Our contributions focus
on two areas: architectural improvements to the encoder/decoder,
and a study of the generalization capabilities of the developed mod-
els. In Section 3, we introduce the deep encoder/decoder we propose
and we discuss several variants of this structure. In Section 4.1, we
evaluate the studied models against the WSJ0-2mix database to gain
insights on the performance of each variant. In Section 4.2, we ex-
plore the impact of using a larger, more diverse training set and we
study the generalization capabilities of the trained models via em-
ploying a cross-dataset evaluation. In Section 4.3, we compare the
performance of the proposed deep encoder/decoder to several state-
of-the-art separators. We conclude our discussion in Section 5.
2. REVIEW OF CONV-TASNET
Single-channel multi-speaker speech separation aims to separate C
individual speech sources sc ∈ RT , where c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , C},
from a single-channel mixture of speech x ∈ RT where T is the
length of the waveform and x =
∑C
c=1 sc. Conv-TasNet [8] is an
end-to-end fully convolutional network proposed for this purpose.
Fig. 1 illustrates the two main modules in Conv-TasNet: an en-
code/decoder pair, and a separator.
Conv
Size = L, Stride = L/2
TransConv
Size = L, Stride = L/2
encoder decoder
Separator
Fig. 1. The building blocks of Conv-TasNet.
The encoder linearly maps a mixture waveform into a learned latent
space. Specifically, a mixture waveform is segmented into K over-
lapping frames xk ∈ RL, k = 1, 2, . . . ,K, each of length L with
stride S. Then, the linear transform is defined as:
E = UX, (1)
where X ∈ RL×K stores all frames in columns, U ∈ RN×L con-
tains N learnable basis filters in its rows, and E ∈ RN×K is the
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Fig. 2. The Deep Encoder/Decoder Architecture.
latent space representation of the mixture waveform. In practice,
this encoder is implemented as a 1-D convolution with N kernels.
In this work, N = 512, L = 16, and S = 8, corresponding to 2 ms
basis filters and 1 ms stride at a sample rate of 8 kHz.
The separator predicts a representation for each source by learn-
ing a mask in this latent space. The temporal convolutional network
(TCN) [19] architecture is the core of the separator. In Conv-TasNet,
the TCN consists of 8 stacked dilated convolutional blocks with ex-
ponentially increasing dilation factors, and each stack is repeated 3
times. A deep stack of dilated convolutions enables the separator to
have a large temporal context with a compact model size.
The decoder linearly transforms the latent space representation
of each estimated clean source c = 1, 2, . . . , C to the time domain:
Sˆc = D
T
c V, (2)
where V ∈ RN×L contains N decoder basis filters (not tied with
the encoder U), Dc ∈ RN×K is the representation of the cth esti-
mated source predicted by the separator, and Sˆc ∈ RK×L contains
K frames of the reconstructed signal. The entire time domain wave-
form sˆc is obtained by overlap-and-add of the rows of Sˆc. Similar to
the encoder, the decoder is implemented as a 1-D (transposed) con-
volution. All the Conv-TasNet building blocks are jointly optimized.
3. DEEP ENCODER / DECODER
In this section, we describe the deep encoder/decoder architectures
we used to explore the impact of increasing the Conv-TasNet en-
coder/decoder’s capacity to represent more complex signal transfor-
mations. The core architecture we employ is motivated by recent
research in audio classification in which waveform-based architec-
tures built on a deep stack of small filters deliver very competitive
results [20–22]. This research highlights the potential for these ar-
chitectures to learn generalized patterns via hierarchically combin-
ing small-context representations [20]. For this reason, we investi-
gate the possibilities of a deep encoder/decoder that is based on a
stack of small filters with nonlinear activation functions.
3.1. Deep Encoder/Decoder Architecture
Fig. 2 depicts the diagram of the proposed deep encoder/decoder.
We utilize a nonlinear deep encoder with I layers. The first layer
is equivalent to the original Conv-TasNet encoder in Eq.1: a linear
transformation is applied to frames of length L and stride S. It is
implemented via a 1-D convolutional layer with N kernels. The
second part consists of a stack of I − 1 1-D convolutional layers,
with each layer having N kernels of size 3 and a PReLU:
Ei = PReLU(Ui ∗Ei−1), (3)
where ∗ denotes the convolution operator, i = 2, 3, . . . , I denotes
the layer index, Ui ∈ RN×N×3 are the kernels, and Ei ∈ RN×K
is the layer output. This deep stack of encoding layers hierarchically
transforms the waveform into a nonlinear latent space.
The deep decoder directly mirrors the encoder architecture.
Masked encodings from the separator are first processed by I − 1
dimension-preserving 1-D transposed convolutional layers with
PReLU activations. Finally, the linear kernel filters are applied via a
transposed convolution as in Eq. 2, with kernel size L and stride S,
to produce the time-domain estimated source signals.
3.2. Deep Encoder/Decoder Variants
In addition to the standard deep encoder/decoder architecture de-
scribed above, we also examine two variants. The first uses dilations
in the deep convolutional layers of the encoder/decoder to increase
its temporal receptive field. As [8] points out, dilation is crucial for
the separator to model long contexts. For this reason, we also exam-
ine its effect in the encoder/decoder. In this variant, we experiment
with up to 4 dilated nonlinear layers (I = 5) with an exponentially
increasing dilation factor (as in the separator), i.e.: 1, 2, 4, 8 for the
encoder and 8, 4, 2, 1 for the decoder.
The second variant uses gated linear units (GLUs) to replace
the PReLU in the basic deep encoder/decoder. Similar to attention,
GLUs (Fig. 3) rely on a learned gate to model the relative importance
of the kernels. A global layer normalization [8] is inserted before the
sigmoid nonlinearity in the GLU to speed up training. Gated units
have been shown to be effective for audio event detection [23], audio
generation [24], and speech enhancement [25].
Conv
Size = 3, Stride = 1
Input OutputConv
Size = 3, Stride = 1
LayerNorm Sigmoid
Fig. 3. The Gated Linear Unit used in this work.
3.3. Objective Functions
By default, we use the scale-invariant signal-to-noise ratio (SI-SNR)
[26] with permutation-invariant training [1] as our objective func-
tion. SI-SNR is a widely used objective function for end-to-end
speech source separation [8, 10, 11, 15]. In certain experiments (see
Section 4.2), in an effort to constrain the scale of the predicted
sources from the deep encoder/decoder, we augment the objec-
tive function with a power-law term that encourages the model to
predict spectra that are of similar magnitude to the ground truth.
Besides, power laws are well known to correlate with human per-
ception [27, 28]. The augmented objective we use is:
L = −SI-SNR(sˆc, sc) + β · P-law(sˆc, sc, α), (4)
where
P-law(x, y, α) = L1-norm(||STFT(x)||α − ||STFT(y)||α). (5)
For our experiments with the P-law augmented objective we set
β to 0.01 and α to 0.5.
Fig. 4. Evolution of the gate outputs for all the 512 channels from
the first gated layer (for the same test utterance).
Table 1. Summary of the studied variants and their performance on
the WSJ0-2mix evaluation set. Objective function is SI-SNR.
Model (I) Non- # first-layer SI-SNRi# layers linearity filters (dB)
Conv-TasNet 1 Linear 512 15.4
Big-Conv-TasNet 1 Linear 1024 15.3
Deep w/ PReLU 4 PReLU 512 16.1
Deep w/ dilation 5 PReLU 512 16.0
Deep w/ GLU 4 GLU 512 16.2
4. EXPERIMENTS
In this section we evaluate the deep encoder/decoder architecture and
its variants, and we assess the impact of using different architectures,
training sets, and objective functions on generalization.
For all of our experiments, we train on 4-second mixture utter-
ances — where a mixture consists of two clean speech sources from
different speakers. As in [8], we use the ADAM optimizer with a
learning rate of 1e-3, and a schedule that halves the learning rate af-
ter 3 consecutive epochs with no reduction in validation loss. We
set our batch size to 16. We clip gradient norms to 7. Unless stated
otherwise, we train for 100 epochs on WSJ0-2mix and 60 epochs on
LibriTTS, and the objective function is SI-SNR.
4.1. Evaluation on the WSJ0-2mix Dataset
In this section, we evaluate various models on the commonly used
WSJ0 2-speaker (WSJ0-2mix) database [29]. Training (30 hours)
and validation sets (10 hours) are created by randomly mixing utter-
ances from 100 speakers at randomly selected SNRs between -5 and
5 dB. All waveforms are sampled at 8000 Hz. We report SI-SNR im-
provement (SI-SNRi) before and after speech separation on the test
set (5 hours, 16 unseen speakers) in Table 1.
First, we successfully reproduced the original Conv-TasNet to
build upon their result (row 1, Table 1). Second, note that the Big-
Conv-TasNet (row 2, Table 1), a modified Conv-TasNet with double
the number of kernel filters and four TCNs (instead of three) in the
separator, is not able to outperform the original Conv-TasNet. And
third, the deep encoder/decoder (row 3, Table 1) provides 0.7 dB im-
provement over the baseline. This result denotes the importance of
the architecture itself because the objective metrics did not improve
by simply increasing the capacity of the model.
With our first variant of the deep encoder/decoder, we investi-
gated the potential impact of increasing the temporal context of the
deep layers — via employing dilated convolutions. Interestingly, the
dilated convolutions in the deep encoder/decoder (row 4, Table 1)
did not further improve results, whereas [8] found dilations to be cru-
cial for the separator. Considering this observation, along with the
fact that the optimal encoder/decoder kernel length in Conv-TasNet
is as short as 2 ms [8], we hypothesize that the encoder tends to
be optimized for modeling local patterns with high time resolution,
while the separator might focus on learning longer temporal patterns.
In our second variant of the deep encoder/decoder, we investi-
gate the impact of further increasing its capacity with GLUs. Our
results (row 5, Table 1) indicate that GLUs provide a very minor im-
provement over the basic deep encoder/decoder. To further explore
this result, we analyzed the gate outputs from the first gated layer
(see Fig. 4). Note that these gate outputs indicate the relative im-
portance of each channel (upper branch in Figure 3) in the layer. In
an early training stage, all gates are uniformly open. As training
progresses, the model gradually “closes” a few gates. After con-
vergence, certain channels are clearly omitted — and, out of the re-
maining ones, some channels are much more dominant than others.
This evolution was consistently observed throughout the test set, and
shows that the gates learn to sift out less useful channels. We hy-
pothesize that this behavior might be caused by the current learning
strategy, forcing the model to start with a large set of candidates and
gradually learning which channels work well and which channels
can be omitted. A more effective learning strategy might potentially
lead to a reduced model size and shorter training times.
4.2. Cross-dataset Evaluation
Here we explore the impact of training Conv-TasNet and the deep en-
coder/decoder on a larger, more diverse, training set: LibriTTS [30].
Our goal is to compare the SI-SNRi performance of these two archi-
tectures when using the WSJ and LibriTTS datasets for training —
and the WSJ, LibriTTS, and VCTK [31] datasets for evaluation.
With this cross-dataset evaluation strategy, we aim to investigate the
generalization capabilities of the studied models.
We assemble the LibriTTS and VCTK datasets by randomly
mixing utterances at randomly selected SNRs between -5 and 5 dB,
with waveforms sampled at 8000 Hz. These two additional datasets
have the following characteristics:
• For building the LibriTTS training set, we re-mix the train-
clean-100 and train-clean-360 sets. Together, they comprise
245 hours of training data and 1151 speakers (553 female, 598
male). Roughly speaking, it is about 8x the training data and
10x the number of speakers than WSJ0-2mix. The validation and
evaluation sets are built by re-mixing dev-clean and test-clean,
respectively. The resulting validation set is 9 hours (40 speakers)
and the evaluation set is 8.5 hours (39 speakers). This dataset is
used for training and evaluation purposes.
• For VCTK, we randomly select 4000 pairs of utterances from the
full dataset. This dataset is only used for evaluation purposes.
Fig. 5 shows the SI-SNRi evaluation results of several experiments.
For each experiment, we evaluate on WSJ, LibriTTS, and VCTK. In
total, four of the experiments use WSJ for training, and three use Lib-
riTTS. Among those, three are based on the original Conv-TasNet,
and the rest employ the deep encoder/decoder. Finally, we also ex-
periment with two distinct objective functions: the standard SI-SNR
objective, and an augmented SI-SNR + spectral power loss objective
(defined in Eq. 4). From Fig. 5, some clear trends emerge:
1. Models trained on WSJ have a significant cross-dataset drop
in performance when tested on LibriTTS (6.2 dB average) and
VCTK (6.3 dB average), while models trained on LibriTTS have
a relatively small drop in performance on WSJ (1.7 dB average)
— but still have a significant drop on VCTK (7.3 dB average).
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Fig. 5. Cross-dataset evaluation on WSJ0-2mix, LibriTTS, and VCTK test sets.
2. The deep encoder/decoder trained with SI-SNR provides a con-
sistent performance improvement relative to the original Conv-
TasNet — of 0.65 dB SI-SNRi on average for in-dataset evalu-
ation; and 0.35 dB and 0.95 dB for WSJ-trained and LibriTTS-
trained models, respectively, for cross-dataset evaluation.
3. The power-law term consistently improves the performance of
the deep encoder/decoder for both in-dataset (0.25 dB average)
and cross-dataset (0.65 dB average) performance. Compared to
Conv-TasNet trained with SI-SNR, the average improvement is
1.2 dB across all test results. Interestingly, the power-law term
has a negative impact on SI-SNRi for the original Conv-TasNet
(-0.9 dB in-dataset, and -0.7 dB average cross-dataset).
Although the larger LibriTTS dataset improves cross-dataset per-
formance on average, the results on VCTK suggest that increasing
the scale and diversity of the training set alone may not be suffi-
cient to ensure improved generalization. Augmenting the deep en-
coder/decoder’s objective with the power-law loss may have a reg-
ularizing effect, which could explain why it appears to help with
generalization. We also noted some stability issues during training
on very large datasets that were specific to the deep encoder/decoder
when it is optimized solely with SI-SNR. In all of our experiments,
adding the power-law loss term (that seems to act as a regularizer)
was sufficient to resolve these stability issues. In line with this inter-
pretation, it is possible that more tuning (e.g. reducing the β param-
eter) may be required for Conv-TasNet since the model is smaller
and might require less regularization.
4.3. Deep Encoder/Decoder vs. Enhanced Separators
Since other Conv-TasNet variants have focused on improving
the separator [10, 11, 15], and we mostly focus on the deep en-
coder/decoder, we also compare the contribution of the proposed
deep encoder/decoder with that of several enhanced separators in
Table 2. We compare our results for signal-to-distortion ratio im-
provement (SDRi) [26] against FurcaPy [11] and Yang et al. [15],
both built on Conv-TasNet and with enhanced separators. Fur-
caPy [11] has recently achieved state-of-the-art results by employ-
ing parallel gated separators. On the other hand, Yang et al. [15]
is another recent work that enhances the separator by utilizing an
embedding network and clustering. Their separator also takes ad-
vantage of STFT features, whereas our model learns only from
Table 2. SDRi results on the WSJ0-2mix evaluation set for Conv-
TasNet, the deep encoder/decoder, and enhanced separator models.
Model SDRi (dB) # params
Conv-TasNet 15.6 5.0M
Deep w/ PReLU 16.6 9.7M
Yang et al. [15] 16.9 10M
FurcaPy [11] 18.4 N/A
waveforms. When comparing their results with ours, we note that by
simply increasing the depth of the encoder/decoder one can achieve
a similar improvement to Yang et al. [15]. This result denotes the
research value and potential of the encoder/decoder. However, we
also note that by simply improving the encoder/decoder one cannot
achieve state-of-the-art performance. These results seem to indi-
cate that joint solutions based on improved encoder/decoders and
improved separators are a promising next step to follow.
5. CONCLUSION
In this work, we present an empirical study where we evaluate the
impact of several modifications to the original Conv-TasNet. We
propose a deep (nonlinear) encoder/decoder variant that consistently
outperforms the original (linear) encoder/decoder of Conv-TasNet.
This result denotes the potential of improving the encoder/decoder,
that is often overlooked. We also investigate the relative impact of
using a larger, more diverse training set — in a cross-dataset evalua-
tion setup designed to evaluate the generalization capabilities of the
studied models. While these experiments confirmed the consistency
of the improvements provided by the deep encoder/decoder, these
also highlighted the challenges of generalizing to unseen datasets.
We hope that this empirical study will lead to a deeper understanding
of Conv-TasNet and inspire continued research into the generaliza-
tion capabilities of end-to-end speech source separation models.
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